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Christmas Wishes from the President 

Dear Triumph friends, 

May the wishes given during this Christmas time be like our 

special old cars; polished, in good condition and used on more 

than just special occasions.   

 

We wish positive thoughts and strength, for those who are experiencing difficulty, 

who are not able to celebrate without the burdens that life sometimes gives us. 

By spreading and sharing our wishes,  I trust we all get lots of good wishes often!  

 

Hopefully 2016 was like a chassis restoration……you have to get rid of the dirt 

and rot before you can start the happy work.    

Best wishes for Christmas and only happy work in 2017.   

Alan Grant 
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Chairman’s Chat………. 

Ho,ho,ho. That time of the year again. For 

me it is quite a daunting time of the year as 

it is time for my family to get even with me 

on the money that I have spent playing cars 

during the year. How time flies. It was just 

the other day that I was reading Eric  

Fletchers Christmas edition of Sabrina and 

here Helen is on our backs for articles to 

complete the 2016 publication. Great time of the year especially that on Christ-

mas day we can say only 488 days to Nationals in Bloemfontein. On that subject 

please be reminded to encourage all and sundry to make an effort to attend. Our 

host centre Pretoria have gone the extra mile to choose a central location making 

it easier for all to attend. Another consideration is that it appears that only two 

days leave will be required. If I remember correctly this venue also proved to be a 

good bang for your rand, so a lot of excuse holes are being plugged. 

 

Last week I posted my Santa letter. "Dear Santa, This year please give me a big 

fat bank account and a slim body. And please this year don't mix the two up". 

This really is a lovely time of the year as it brings family and friends together and 

helps us all appreciate the love in our lives that we often take for granted. One of 

my daughters said to me last Christmas day "Dad one of the most glorious   

messes is the mess created in the living room on Christmas day". Don't clean it 

up to quickly. 

May the true meaning of this holiday season fill all your hearts and homes with 

much love, happiness and many blessings. Enjoy and God Bless. 

Your Chairman, Geoff Kriel 

********************************************************** 
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BREAKING NEWS – Pretoria Triumph Sports Car Club’s 35th AGM.  

35th Annual General Meeting – 19th October 2016 – held at MG Club House, 

26th Street, Menlo Park, Pretoria.  

Office Bearers for 2016/2017  

Chairman – Bill Flynn 

Membership Registrar – Nols Pienaar 

Treasury / General Secretary – Engela Van Vuuren 

Regalia – Gizelle Gurnell 

Point Scorer – Marius Labuschagne 

Events Co-ordinator – Bill Flynn 

Newsletter Editor - Triumph Herald– Helen Flynn  

House Captians: Michelotti House – Nols Pienaar 

   Ama 7’s House – Bill Sales 

   Spitfire House – Team Spitfire – Jaco Van Vuuren, Kobus 

   Landsberg, Taco Kamstra  

A new portfolio on the club committee was created, namely Membership     

Registrar and this position is now filled by Nols Pienaar. 

The Triumph Herald Newsletter will now become a bi-monthly newsletter, as 

the newly elected editor also fills the portfolio of the national editor for Sabrina 

A Managing Committee has been established to organise the National       

Gathering in 2018. The steering committee members are: Bill Flynn, Nols 

Pienaar and Helen Flynn. These members will then call on other committee/

club members to carry out various tasks pertaining to the Nationals from time 

to time. 



 

I need to thank and commend Helen on the September 2016 issue of 

Sabrina, yet another delightful edition of our club magazine.  I found 

the very well researched and  written article on the Triumph  Spitfire in 

South Africa by Ryno Verster, and supplied by Dennis Cook, very      

interesting and informative. Contributions such as these represent 

some of the most valuable content in our magazine. 

In the article there appears some uncertainty and speculation about 

the venue for the assembly of the first M3 Spitfires in South Africa. I 

quote: "it is possible it was first assembled at the Rover plant in Port 

Elizabeth", and also, "Furthermore, no written proof of the theory of 

production in Port Elizabeth could be found". 

If I may shed some light and place the uncertainty into perspective, I 

want to state that the first Mk3 Spitfires were indeed assembled in the 

Rover plant in Port Elizabeth in 1968 and 1969. These cars can easily 

be identified by their very own local assembly number that uses the 

prefix 'R', unlike the Mk1 and 2 cars at Motor Assemblies that used 

'TS4' followed by the actual number, and the later Mk3 cars from    

Leykor at Blackheath that used 'S/F' as prefix. I hope this will help to 

clarify the uncertainty. 

Nols Pienaar   
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Our annual concourse will be held on 26 

November at a venue that has the splendid 

backdrop of Table Mountain, so look out 

for some pics. 

 

Finally we wish everyone in the club as well 

as their families a very blessed Christmas, 

a peaceful New Year and much Triumph in 

2017.  

 

Don’t be surprised though if Santa does 

not make it to Gauteng this year- we think 

that he may be enticed to stay in the 

world’s most beautiful city.   

 

Regards from those who dwell in the   

shadow of Table Mountain.  

 Dennis Cook 

Regional news from Cape Town 

Web site: www.capetriumph.za.org 

Regional Newsletter: The Globe 

This quarter we shared the grief of Gerhard 

and Suzette Vorster at the untimely loss of 

their son GP from medical complications. 

We know what a close family they are and 

how much they will miss this young man; 

taken away when just out of his youth. GP 

was a keen Triumph fan, taking every     

opportunity to drive one of his Dad’s       

Triumphs. I am sure that all will join me in 

wishing them strength to go forward. 

Our old friend Nick Paxinos joined the club 

back in the 70’s and was the original    

champion of the Spitfire cause when       

sidescreen TR’s totally dominated the club. 

We try to get him out for at least 

one run a year and he had cele-

brated his birthday just before a 

recent breakfast run. Nick was in 

good cheer, saying that he was 

89, not out! 

 

Heritage Day this September fell 

on the day of our usual month 

end noggin, so the Cape Town 

centre celebrated this special day 

(aka “braai day” or “drive out 

day”) with a bring and braai at the 

clubhouse and the Club helped 

things go well by supplying beer 

and wine for the occasion.  

There used to be a bi-annual 

Cape Classic car show at the  

Multi Motor Clubhouse but this 

fell away due to internal strife. 

Now it will be replaced by an    

annual Killarney motor festival to 

be held on 6 November this year. 

It will be a spectacular show with 

not just classics, Veteran and 

Vintage cars, but new models, 

4x4’s and everything motoring. 

20 Triumphs will be on display on 

the circuit.  

REGIONAL NEWS…………….. 
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Regional News from Pretoria 

Website: 

www.pretoriatriumphclub.co.za 

Regional Newsletter: Triumph Herald 

Christmas Greetings to everyone, from 

Pretoria. 

Well as the saying goes, ‘a wheel 

turns’. 

This is now my second stint of taking  

the chair in my beloved Pretoria      

Triumph Sports Car Club, but now it 

comes with arranging the 2018      

Nationals. No sweat, arrangements 

already in place. 

Many thanks to Eric Fletcher for    

holding this post, while I sat back for 

the past two years…but ♪Hi Ho, Hi Ho, 

it’s back to work I go ♪ ♫♪♫...… 

My vision for our club, as was in the 

past, is simply to have fun driving our 

Triumphs. So my committee has a new 

position, that of Membership          

Registrar, so Nols Pienaar will take 

charge of the (boring to me)             

administration and bean counting, 

leaving me to arrange our social 

events and the Nationals. 

My vision for the 2018 nationals is 

also very specific. It is centrally located 

in the country, so everyone has a 

chance of attending. The focus is on 

affordability, which includes 2  public 

holidays as well.   

 (See tentative programme, published 

in Sabrina  September 2016) 

P.S. Our Stag is now back in the land 

of the living, after a 5 year restoration 

(of which 3 years she stood half     

naked, while Helen and I took our 

“sick leave” - Hee, Hee.) 

Now we are loving our Stag all over 

again. Not to mention that now with 

my dear wife Helen not only as       

National Editor of Sabrina, but also on 

my team as Pretoria Editor, plus    

myself as Chairman and Events       

Co-ordinator, we have both just      

realised that we have come OUT of 

retirement. Best Wishes  Bill Flynn. 

 

 
REGIONAL NEWS…………….. 
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Regional News from Kwa-Zulu Natal 

Website: www.tscckzn.co.za 

Regional Newsletter: The Last Outpost 

Christmas Greetings from KZN to all 

our members and friends of the       

Triumph Sports Car Club of SA. 

From us all here in Kwa Zulu Natal we    

extend our sincere greetings and best   

wishes to all our friends and members 

of the Triumph Sports Car Club of SA 

for the upcoming festive season.  

We are extremely privileged to be part 

of this great organisation through which 

we enjoy the friendship and               

camaraderie of a special group of    

people from all walks of life, brought 

together by a common interest in our 

revered Triumph automobiles.  

We are always astounded by the envy 

and admiration of our cars that we   

enjoy from the public on our many   

outings. We have something special 

guys, and we need to look after it, enjoy 

it and make sure it grows from strength 

to strength. 

We as members must offer a special 

word of thanks to those volunteers in 

the club who take on the numerous 

responsibilities on committees and  

other undertakings to keep the cogs in 

the Triumph wheel turning. Keep up the 

good work guys and long may it        

continue.  

REGIONAL NEWS…………….. These folks need the whole-hearted 

support of the members to make the 

job a little easier, so let’s get behind 

them with great   gusto and               

enthusiasm as is our tradition. 

So, here’s wishing everyone a Merry    

Christmas and a Healthy, Happy and     

Prosperous New Year. 

May all your cylinders keep firing,  

Best Wishes,  

Andy Le Roux, TSCC KZN. 
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Dear Sabrina Readers 

Greetings from the LAST OUTPOST, 

Kwazulu-Natal was not named that for 

nothing and as you will probably have 

noticed, we have also been the last to 

send in a regional contribution of our 

activities since Helen took over as    

Editor of the Sabrina.    

Congratulations to Geoff Kriel who has 

taken the chair of National Chairman, a 

well-deserved appointment.  Our    

heartfelt thanks go to Gerhard Vorster 

for his commitment and great efforts to 

our National Body.  Our shock sadness 

to hear of Gerhard and Suzette’s tragic 

loss was felt wide across the Triumph 

family. 

Congratulations to Helen for her fresh, 

interesting and easy to read               

SABRINA!  It most certainly rings true 

when they say “New brooms sweep 

clean”, Helen has made a noticeable 

change as an Editor by giving the      

SABRINA a good clean up and making it 

a very readable Journal.  However, we 

also have to thank Eric for his long and  

REGIONAL NEWS……………..   supportive journalistic efforts up until 

Helen was voted in as the new             

Editor. Putting together a National news-

letter must be a lot more daunting than 

a regional one, and I know how much 

effort I put into our LAST OUTPOST news-

letter for KZN.  Eric most definitely gave 

it his all and gave us a number of years 

of interesting and informative reading.    

Up until now, our region has enjoyed the 

annual CARS IN THE PARK in May,  with 

a number of our cars on display which 

also seemed to have drawn a few new 

members.  In June we had a run to the 

Shongweni Dam which was organised 

and hosted by David and Anne Blair with 

20 members and 8 Triumphs attending. 

A Braai and a lazy day in beautiful Natal 

weather was enjoyed by all.   

In July, we attended The Scottburgh 

Classic Car Show with 12 Triumphs on 

display and 27 members supporting this 

well organised and eventful day. 

In August we had our Show day hosted 

by Ed and Sandy Fox at their home with 

a fair turnout of cars and good        

weather.  We also lost a dear and 

longstanding Triumph Club member, 

David Fraser who succumbed to cancer 

in the liver. We as a club were devastat-

ed and Colleen, who is the main mem-

ber is still struggling with intense 

grief.  David and     Colleen had served 

on the committee for many years and 

were very supportive and active Triumph 

Club members.   10 



 

Our centre is deeply shocked and at a 

loss without them. 

In September Dave van der Westhuizen 

(our vice-chairman) and I hosted THE 

GRAHAM CHEETHAM BRITISH SPORTS 

CAR RUN with a weekend away at     

Curry’s Post lodge which is about an 

hour and a half’s drive into the Kwazulu

-Natal Midlands.  We had a fair support 

of  30 participants although only about 

12 cars, some MG’s and sadly a plastic 

or two but that was because it had 

rained non-stop and continued to do so 

for the whole weekend.  It was a      

wonderful weekend away with lovely 

accommodation, good food and wine 

and plenty of good fun and             

laughter.  This run is normally far better 

supported but changing the dates 

around from August to September 

brought its own complications with 

many other events taking place at the 

same time.  We normally get very good 

support from MG Car Club, Jaguar     

Drivers Club, Austin Healey Club, The 

Morgan Club and even the non-specific 

Classic Car Clubs.  

REGIONAL NEWS……………..  Hopefully in the future we will be able to 

get that support back.   

22 Triumph members supported our 

Run to the T.C. Robertson Nature       

Reserve with 11 Triumphs.  It was a   

traditional Braai and Salads to share day 

with the members really enjoying the 

venue. 

We are pushing prayers for Angela, Brian 

and Linda Hansell’s daughter who      

suffered a massive heart attack early 

August and who is still on a ventilator 

and struggling with kidney malfunction. 

This year our centre has gained 7 new 

members and lost 1 due to passing 

on.  We have 3 cars are under               

restoration, 2 Spitfires and TR4A, and    

1 TR3 in our fold has been sold. 

That’s all folks! Happy Motoring 

Debbie van der Westhuizen 

Editor KZN REGION. 
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This is the debut article, that hopefully will become a regular feature each quarter. Your 

Sabrina editor has decided to do a little sojourn around the country, and find out more 

about the Triumph Club members, and what treasures they keep in their garages. So this 

Christmas right at home I would like to Honour Nols Pienaar from Pretoria. He is an     

Honorary member of the Triumph Sports Car Club of South Africa, and has been active in 

the club for many, many years. I took my camera and note pad and went to visit him    

recently, and I think all of you will be quiet pleasantly surprised at what I found in his   

garage………... 

Q: Which was your first 

Triumph? 

A: The 1967 TR4A bought 

in October 1972 in     

Uitenhague while resident 

Port Elizabeth. 

Q: Why TRIUMPHS and not another marque? 

A: As a youngster at the age of 12 I saw a TR3 on the showroom floor when my 

dad bought his third Standard Vanguard in 1957 and I was smitten on the low-

slung sports car with two carburettors and two ‘speedometers’. I told my dad that 

one day I would have a Triumph TR. It took 15 years to realize that dream! 

Q: So tell the Sabrina readers a bit more about this “mistress” of yours. 

A: Cathy and I were married for about a year and a half when I brought the TR4A 

and I spent too much time cleaning, polishing and tinkering on the TR for her   

liking. According to Cathy, she had to compete for my attention and she duly said: 

“This car is your mistress”. The name stuck to this day. Yes she was the first     

Triumph to arrive and I am still so much in love with my ‘mistress’ that she is likely 

to be the last to leave. 



 

Q: What other Triumphs do you have? 

A: The second Triumph to arrive was a maroon 1975 Chicane 2500 with over-

drive, that joined the stable in the same year, but was replaced by a much sportier 

family car: Alfa Romeo Alfetta 2000 Executive in 1978. The TR6 that arrived in 

November 1978 is still a stable mate. We bought the her from the first owner, a 

Welsh medical doctor in Port Elizabeth, who brought her from Swansea aboard 

the Windsor Castle in August 1975. This TR is known as the ‘Welshman’ and he 

keeps my ‘Mistress’ company when she misses me too much. The third TR 

‘Daleen’ a red TR7 drophead, joined my stable in May 2002. Her previous owner, 

Daleen Nel from Parys (Free State), said that she was prepared to entrust her  

beloved red roadster to me because she could see that I had ‘a heart for          

Triumphs’. Initially I thought that I would titivate this very original TR7 a bit and 

sell her on. In the meantime she grew on me and after 14 years has become a 

worthy companion to my Mistress and the Welshman. 

Besides all of the Triumphs in your garage, it is like walking into a well loved  

neatly organised antique 

shop, something like……...               

“Yea Olde Curiosity Shoppe” 

Q: Tell me something about 

the old gramophone and                

radiograms? They obviously 

keep your ‘mistress’       

company as they reside on 

the shelves just above her. 

(see picture above) 
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A: Yes, I love interesting old things, collectables and antiques. My garage,         

according to my family, has also become a little museum. I have among other 

things a small collection of old radios, gramophones and even my father’s old  

radiogram on which I played my ‘seven singles’ during my high school days in the 

early sixties. The old gramophone has a huge metal trumpet loudspeaker like the 

ones on ‘His Master’s Voice’ record pictures. 

Q: Tell me a bit more about  the film projectors and 8mm cine editing machines. 

A: My grandfather (Nols Pienaar senior) owned a ‘toverlantaarn’ (magic lantern), a 

very old film projector that was still hand operated with a candle and mirrors    

behind the adjustable lens, dating back to the 1920’s. This together with my    

father’s old Bell and Howell 8mm film projector from the 1960’s, as well as the 

editing and splicing equipment, are to me valuable entertainment items of yester-

year. My own rather cumbersome old VCR video camera of the 1980’s,            

symbolically completes the collection spanning three generations of film and   

video equipment. 

Q: Tell us about the old brass lamps? 

A: I am particularly fond of the old brass gas lamps that were fitted to cars before 

1920. Some of them are head and tail lights of my grandfather’s first motor car, a 

1918 Regal. I need to polish them up a bit so that the brass becomes shiny again. 

I also have a real wooden steering wheel from this car, complete with levers for 

the magneto and ignition advance of which the entire steering column is made 

from brass. In addition there are also a number of old six volt electric car head-

lamps from later cars of the late twenties and early thirties. 
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Q: I am noticing some interesting old   

wooden crates on the shelves above your 

TR7, What are they all about? 

A: Before there were gas stations with 

pumps in some of the Karoo towns, petrol 

was sold in a four gallon tin (18 litres) and 

two of these twins were packed in a     

wooden crate. Before making the trip back 

to the farm you had to buy at least two tins 

from the agricultural co-op or general dealer in town to provide fuel for the next 

trip to town. My grandfather used the empty petrol crates for shelving on the farm. 

Some of the petrol crates dating from the 1920’s and 30’s  have interesting logos 

such as “Puts pep in your motor”  (Atlantic petrol was taken over by BP in the 

1950’s); “The Spirit of Mileage and Power” (Pegasus petrol that became Mobil 

and even later Engen in SA). The Shell crate says in a very early form of Afrikaans, 

“Gebruik Alleen Shell Motor Oliën”  The plural form of oil in Afrikaans today is 

“Olies”  and not “Oliën”. Interesting ! 

Q: So who is this little ‘GI Joe’ character and where does he 

come from? 

A: I can remember as a kid my grandfather, to his great 

amusement, would wind up a little American army jeep (a 

pressed metal toy from the late 40’s), with a little helmeted 

soldier inside, known as ‘GI Joe’. The little Jeep would go 

back and forth while GI Joe jumps up and down in his seat. 

I don’t know who enjoyed the biggest entertainment at the 

time, my grandfather as operator, or myself as a hugely 

impressed little toddler.   (Editor’s note: and so today, as 

they say” “the wheel turns” and three of us, namely Bill  

myself and ‘the no longer a toddler anymore’ Nols, were 

once again entertained by GI Joe jumping up and down in his seat as his Jeep 

rocked back and forth, we were all hugely impressed, but then GI Joe ran out of 

steam and just sat there smiling!) 
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Q: Tell me about these OLD “desktop” and  OLD “laptop” coputers? 

A: My grandfather was a prolific and enthusiastic letter writer who had pen friends as far 

as Europe, the USA and Canada. Some of the date stamps on postcards date back to 

1913. Some of his readers complained about his handwriting and he consequently     

started to use typewriters. On his oak desk in his ‘office’ sat his huge old Remmington (his 

desktop) and travelling with him was his very neat and portable Corona Zephyr, complete 

in a flat metal box (his laptop)! 

Q: I see some ‘very old’ army things amongst your treasures, tell me about them? 

A: My great grandfather was an officer in the Orange Free State army and saw action in 

the Basutho war of the 1870’s. I am very proud to still have his Martini-Henri service rifle 

and sword in addition to the canteen in its leather pouch. Prior to this period black powder 

or front loader carbines were used and the ladle and pliers for melting the lead and   

shaping the bullets, are much appreciated items in my collection. 

The Desktop Remmington 

The Laptop 

Corona Zephyr 
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To say that Nols’s garage is filled with many interesting cars and 

antiques and all sorts of memorabilia, is probably an               

understatement. Besides his ‘Triumph Only’ parking sign, which     

designates the ‘roof parking’! There are cars parked on the 

shelves, hats on the wall,  badges on boards, medals and       

pictures…………and there is even space for his ‘other’ transport. 

Thank –You, Nols ,for this very interesting peek into           

“What’s in Your Garage” - Helen 



 

…….From the Editor 

     You are probably wondering by now….where is the 

editorial…..and why is it  near the end of Sabrina. I’ll tell you. I wanted you all to 

  read and enjoy the articles before I gave my pennies worth. It’s    

  Christmas &  I tried to make this edition really festive so that for a  

  short while we could all forget the worries of the world and just enjoy 

  reading for the pure pleasure of it. A lovely Christmas message from  

  our President Alan. Thank-You Alan. I must say when I received       

      Dennis’s regional news from Cape Town, I  

           was tempted to “photoshop/edit” the    

             photo of Santa and dump his Santa suit 

       in the sea and put him in the fore 

       ground, but then I decided that Sabrina 

       is more for the guys to read than the 

       ladies, so rather not. (Don’t worry      

       ladies, your time will come, if I ever put 

      the curvaceous “Sabrina” ,that this          

magazine’s name                           was derived from, on the front cover, there is no 

telling who I will put on the back page.) 

I hope you all enjoyed  “What’s in your garage?” and if you think that about       

covered what  was in Nols’s garage, you would be sadly mistaken. If I had a month 

of Sunday’s and an encyclopaedia to fill, I may have come close.  
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 So take care this festive season, keep your light shining, 

 and may you have a Blessed Christmas and a            

 Prosperous 2017.  

 Cheers 4 Now………….Helen 
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Santa Claus’s reindeer form an imaginary team of flying reindeer,       

traditionally held to pull the sleigh of Santa Claus and help him deliver 

Christmas gifts. The commonly cited names of the reindeer are Dasher, 

Dancer, Prancer, Vixen, Comet, Cupid, Donner, and Blitzen. They are 

based on the reindeer in the 1823 poem “A Visit from St. Nichlas” (commonly 

called “The Night Before Christmas”), which is arguably the basis of the 

reindeer’s popularity as Christmas symbols. The enduring popularity of the 

Christmas song “Rudolph the Red-Nosed  Reindeer” has probably led to 

Rudolph joining the list.   

Footnote: Donner and Blitzen were originally called Dunder and Blixem 

respectively. (source Wikiepedia).  

Rudolph 

and the 

Stags 



 

The Back Page 

Hi all, 

I trust you are well and looking forward to summer.......  

As you are aware,  our beloved son GP passed away nearly 2 months ago.  We are still 

struggling to get to grips with the situation, but I guess the good days will become more 

than the bad  ones. 

I would like to sell our TR7v8 and I am asking that you spread the word and let your    

members know or send the details to me. 

John Dobbins from Johannesburg is having a clear out!  

1. Reconditioned J type overdrive gearbox for Stag or Dolomite Sprint. Reconditioned   

 in the UK and unused since then R10000 or swop for A type overdrive box similar  

 condition for TR2 to TR6. 

2. Personalise number plate TR7GP R3500 – papers in my name 

3. Personalised number plate TR6ZN- papers in my name 

4. Pair of SU carbs and manifold ex Chicane R1000 

5. Chicane engine with Stromberg carbs R3500 

6. One  72 spoke painted wire wheel good condition suitable for TR2 to TR6 R1000 

TRIUMPH TRADING 

So there you have it folks, Christmas presents all round, remember Santa’s  

helpers are subordinate clauses. Merry Christmas and Happy New Year,        

Love Bill & Helen Flynn 



 

TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA 

SPARES FUND REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH SEPTEMBER 2016. 

The past year was a short year  in the sense that we only had nine imports, compared to a 

“normal” year of eleven months (we usually skip December). The reason for this was that for 

June and September  I was not available for personal reasons. The short year was also reflect-

ed in the fact that only 99 invoices were issued, compared to 133 of 2015, which was a bump-

er year. The average number of Club members who participated in imports per month, how-

ever,  remained nearly constant:  ten for this year as compared to twelve per month last year.  

Also, as in previous years there was a wide difference between the sizes of orders, with the 

smallest at R30,00 and the largest single order of R17 070,00. 

The accounts show a deficit for the year, but this is merely a matter of timing:  we had a run 

of ten windscreens made for TR2/3A which came to R16 000,00 and for which we paid up-

front. At the year-end we had only sold four of these. (Note: at the time of writing this report 

in November 2016, two further windscreens have been sold. So,  we have four on hand, for 

anyone who may be interested, at R1 600,00 each).  Speaking of windscreens, Dennis Cook 

took the initiative and has managed to strike a deal with Shatterprufe for them to hold a lim-

ited stock of windscreens for Spitfire Mk1 to 3 and for TR5/6.  

Interest received has increased due to the fact that Ed Grondel took the initiative to invest 

some of our surplus funds in a higher yielding investment than in previous years.  

Due to limited space, the detailed accounts will not be published in Sabrina, but will be sub-

mitted for publication on our website.   In the interim, should anyone want a copy of the ac-

counts, please ask, and I will send you a copy. 

René de Villiers 

Spares Administrator                                                                                                                                               

Triumph Sports Car Club of SA 

November 2016.  



 

HI HELEN 

CAN YOU PLEASE POST IN THE NEXT SABRINA THE FOLLOWING ADD, 

                                              FOR SALE 

TR7 (CONVERTABLE) BODY SHELL INCLUDING DOORS, ALL RUST FREE, AND IN VERY GOOD 
CONDITION. BOOT AND BONNET CAN BE INCLUDED BUT NEED WORK.  

R12000.00 ONCO. 

  

TR7 FRONT CROSS MEMBER FITTED WITH ROVER SDI STRUTS ETC, AND MOUNTINGS FOR 
ROVER V8 MOTOR VGC.    -   R750.00    ONCO. 

 

TR7 REAR AXLE—CONDITION UNKNOWN—R750.00 ONCO 

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE   1965 WITH HARD TOP.  DISMANTLED. ENGINE AND GEARBOX OVER-
HAULED, BODY TUB REQUIRES FLOOR PLANS, SILLS ETC ETC. BONNET VERY GOOD. COMPLETE 
WITH VALID PAPERS.—R25000.00 ONCO 

  

CONTACT DAVE LUGG 

trdavid@vodamail.co.za 

0722211440 

KZN.  SOUTH COAST. 

mailto:trdavid@vodamail.co.za

